ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

12
Efficient code is really important in large scale datasets, computations, or simulation studies. R may not 13 be a scripting language or computationally efficient when compared to other open source programs, yet it 14 has strong capabilities not known however to most of its users.
15
We will show a few tips for faster computations. The speed-ups one will in small sample and or low 16 dimensions will be small, but in bigger datasets the differences are observable. One might observe a 17 time difference of only 5 seconds in the whole process. Differences from 40 seconds to 12 seconds for 18 example, or to 22 seconds are still worthy. But not always this kinds of differences will be experienced.
19
Some times, one tip gives 1 second and then another tip 1 second and so on until you save 5 seconds. If a 20 researcher has to run 1000 simulations, then they can save 5000 seconds. Our moto is that every decrease 21 in time or memory matters.
22
Some times the speed-ups will appear with large samples only. To put it simply, for someone who 23 needs a simple car, a very expensive car or a jeep type might not be of such use, especially if they do not 24 go off-road. But for the user who needs a jeep, every computational power, every second they can gain 25 matters.
26
We have listed 70+ tips that can help the user write more efficient code, use less memory, become 27 more familiar with R and its commands. The list is not exhaustive and we are sure there are tips we are 28 not aware of. However, this is the first time such a long list is available.
29
DURATION OF A PROCESSES
30
In order to measure the time your process or computation or simulation needs, one can do the following 31 in R 32 runtime <-proc.time() ## put your function here runtime <-proc.time() -runtime ## runtime gives you 3 numbers (all in seconds) like the ones below user system elapsed 0.18 0.07 3.35 The elapsed is the desired metric. Alternatively the package microbenchmark (Mersmann, 2015) 1. Avoid unnecessary calculations. In a discriminant analysis setting for example there is no need 4. It's your algorithm. In a recent paper, Tsagris (2017) showed that conditional G 2 tests of indepen-dence can become 3-4 faster if they are run using Poisson log-linear models and not by constructing 86 the appropriate tables using for loops. There are may ways to perform your computations. Choose 87 or implement the most appropriate and most efficient. For example, in order to generate vectors 88 from the multivariate normal distribution you can either use spectral or Cholesky decomposition.
89
The latter is faster. In general, try to find the optimal mathematical method or way for your problem. ( table(ina) ) ## a bit faster option is a3 below a3 <-rowsum(x, ina, reorder = FALSE) / as.vector ( table(ina) ) 7. Use which.min(x) and which.max(x) instead of which( x == min(x) ) which( x == max(x) ) to find 96 the position of the minimum and maximum number respectively.
97
x <-array( dim = c(1000,10,10) ) for (i in 1:10) x[, , i] = matrix( rnorm(1000 * 10), ncol = 10 ) a1 <-apply(x, 1:2, mean) a2 <-t( colMeans( aperm(x) ) ) 8. Incremental calculations. An example of this is the first order partial correlations, which can be 98 computed from the simple correlations with fewer calculations. In general, if your function can 99 perform calculations incrementally, the boost in the speed can be very high. The command tabulate is many times faster than table. For discriminant analysis algorithms, 128 tabulate might be more useful, because of speed, when counting frequencies, it could be more 129 useful as well, as it will return a 0 value if a number has a zero frequency. The drawback arises 130 when you have negative numerical data, data with a zero or positive numbers but not consecutive.
131
If you want speed, formulate your data to match the requirements of tabulate. Of course, this is a very easy example, but our point is made. This one requires a lot of thinking 136 and is not always applicable. But, if it can be done, things can be substantially faster. 19. You can partially sort a vector. In the k-NN algorithm for example you want the k smallest distances.
143
There is no need to sort all the distances, only the k smallest. Hence, sort(x, partial=1:k).
144
20. When using sort select type sort(x, method=quick) in order to make it even faster, in most cases. 
CALCULATIONS INVOLVING MATRICES
151
R is not designed to handle large scale datasets, yet there are many ways to efficiently handle matrices 152 and we present to you some tricks below. 1. Use colMeans and rowMeans instead of apply(x, 1, mean) and apply(x, 2, mean) as they are 154 extremely fast. In addition, many really fast functions can be produced using these two commands. 7. If you want to subtract a vector from a matrix in a row-wise fashion, you should be aware of the fact 170 that R does it column-wise. This is because R reads, writes and stores data in a column-wise fashion.
171
For example, X is a matrix and y is a vector whose length is equal to the number of columns of X. and not in a row-wise fashion. Instead of the apply you can try t( colSums( aperm(x) ) ) and t( 192 colMeans( aperm(x) ) ) for the sum and mean operations respectively. can type determinant(X, logarithm = TRUE) as it is slightly faster for small matrices. In the big 195 matrices, say of dimensions 100 × 100 or more, the differences become negligible though. 
227
A % * % B % * % x ## inefficient way A % * % (B % * % x) ## efficient way
The explanation for this one is that in the first case you have a matrix by matrix by vector calculations.
228
In the second case you have a matrix by vector which is a vector and then a matrix by a vector. You 
243
The trick is to use a link function, similarly to generalised linear models. 4. By Taylor series we know that log (1 + e x ) x, but when x ≥ 13 the two terms are equal log (1 + e x ) = 273
x. Even the command log1p will not avoid the Inf result. The idea behind is to use a library that allows parallel computing. We make use of the doParallel the ww will be a matrix with 1 column. We will see more cases later on. Note that f you choose to use 293 parallel computing for something simple, multicore analysis might take the same or a bit more time than 294 single core analysis only because it requires a couple of seconds to set up the cluster of the cores. In 295 addition, you might use 4 cores, yet the time is half than when 1 core is used. This could be because not 296 all 4 cores work at 100%.
297
In this example we have given each chunk of simulations to a core. Alternatively, one can have a for
298
loop going through all columns of a matrix, for example. The latter is slower, but the former is not always 299 possible.
300
EFFICIENTLY WRITTEN FUNCTIONS IN R PACKAGES
301
The multinomial regression is offered in the package VGAM (Yee, 2010), but it also offered in the package 
332
The only drawback is that each operator is handled by a different set of arguments. However, there perhaps even higher speed (depends on the algorithm).
339
Implementation of overloading operators: The algorithm for the implementation of the over-340 loading is the same for all overloaded operators (with some exceptions).
341
(a) Declare a variable (e.g. "x").
342
(b) Declare a variable with character value which represents anything you want.e.g. new class =
343
"anything". This is the 1st important step for oveloading operators. 3. Using if-else in one line. Another feature in C++ is the ternary operator (which is not overloaded).
381
General is anif-else statement with different syntax,sometimes more fast than if-else and also with 382 one more capability, it returns the last command. That means the ternary operator is an if-else 383 assign syntax. R support it also in the default if-else syntax. This can reduce the length of the code. 
406
(a) We are going to use an environment which is a reference struct so R will never copy it.
407
uf <-new.env() ## with this step we can apply all the above tricks class(uf) <-"ufactor" (character, integer, numeric, logical) just like R. R might support more but we care for these mostly.
414
So if you want to get the values and levels you don't need to use as.integers/levels but instead use 415 the "$" to access the local variables. We also use the lock functions to lock environment and local 416 variables of our ufactor just to remind the user to do not change them at all. R will produce an error.
417
In the end, our variable "uf" is an environment with class "ufactor" (for untyped factor) and you 418 can use it for anything without losing speed with the copies that R might do or not. Example: 419 x <-sample( rnorm(10), 1000, replace = TRUE) r_factor <-factor(x) u_factor <-ufactor(x) all.equal( as.integer(r_factor), u_factor$values) ## TRUE all.equal( levels(r_factor), as.character(u_factor$levels) ) ## TRUE 
CONCLUSION
420
We have provided a long list of efficient coding tips to help the user make their programs faster. In some 421 cases, the user can benefit from having functions that use less memory, which is also another important 422 feature, apart from speed. We also provided tips to avoid numerical instabilities and numerical overflows.
423
These tips should not go unattended as one can easily face such errors when trying to optimize the 424 efficiency of their code.
425
